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Editorial
At the time we started thinking about getting a new
issue of GPS together, 2002 looked like being the
Sisters’ quietest year since the doldrums of the
mid-Nineties. There were no gigs scheduled and,
it almost goes without saying, no news of any new
Sisters product being released. I was worried that
we’d not be able to get anything like enough
material for a full issue.
Things have changed. The usual flurry of summer
festivals on the European mainland was
announced a little later than usual this year, but at
the time of writing shows in Switzerland and
Germany are confirmed.
Even more unlikely was the discovery when we
flew out to interview Eldritch in April that work was
in progress on new Sisters products. Whether
anything sees the light of day remains debatable,
but at least it is encouraging that the band
continue to have ideas.
As for the magazine itself, we are indebted, not for
the first time, to Andrew for agreeing to be
interviewed and then sending us a vast article on
George Bush and the War on Terrorism. Eldritch’s
views
are
unsentimental
and
powerfully
convincing. And to be honest, deserving of a
wider audience than GPS is able to provide.
Incidentally, the Benjamin Franklin quote was
added by Andrew.
Elsewhere in this issue you’ll find a summary of
what the Sisters got up to in 2001, various
reviews, including Chris Starling’s new album,
Sounds Like Chris Starling, a letters page (which
everyone is more than welcome to contribute to),
and an anti-monarchist rant about the Golden
Jubilee - in progress as this issue was being
edited.

Those who cast the votes decide
nothing. Those who count the votes decide
everything.” - Joseph Stalin

GPS 05 is ©The Glass Bead Collective, 2002, except
Cover and Adam Pearson photo ©Amanda Stevens,
2001; Chris Starling picture ©Sven Togni, 2001;
Andrew Eldritch photo on page 19 © Wim de Nooyer,
1993. Reproduced with kind permission.

Dr C is once again on sabbatical, having recently
moved back to the more-fashionable side of the
Pennines. This has forced a change of printers,
which is why the cover price has increased for
GPS 05. Hopefully, this will be compensated for
by better quality printing.
Chris Sampson
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Last Exit to Criminal City

I

the odd rock star the joint is home to
ex-pat criminals with plenty of money
to spend if you aren’t to fussy about
where it came from or where it’s
going. So my fears about customs
proved to be unfounded and once off
the plane and through a cursory
passport check I had nothing more
onerous to worry about than meeting
Eldritch.

t's too late to pull out of the damn
thing now, no matter what
reservations we might have about tone,
subject matter, the interviewee and
above all, certain items of hand
luggage dropped off at GPS HQ by
Mark Webber, with strict instructions
to be delivered to Eldritch in person.
Webber was a standard issue Reptile
House heavy - all boots and slicked
back peroxide rug like a 1977
Bowie/Clockwork Orange fan; though
it was disconcerting that he recognised
me - clearly RH surveillance of concert
videos is as sharp as ever. The Sony
digital camcorder we have no
problems with, nor the litre of
imperial-strength Russian vodka we’re
taking.
A sealed brown envelope
addressed "Andrew" gives me pause,
though. There's something in there, no
doubt about it, but what it is is a
mystery. Speed, Coke, Anthrax? I
guess we won't find out until Customs
have completed their lab tests and by
that time we'll have been rotting in jail
for weeks...

Which in itself is some worry. GPS
has been chasing an Eldritch interview
for some time now. Our initial
proposal was for Eldritch to guide us
through an exhaustive analysis of the
Sisters’ back catalogue, detailing
subtext,
inspirations,
production
insights. But we got nothing back
except the impression that Eldritch had
tired of the Sisters, “I think it’s
pathetic to see a comedian explaining
his own jokes” the man said. Time
passed, and a new President was
installed in the White House under the
most disreputable of circumstances.
War soon followed, this time with a
thousand confusing moral dilemmas.
The last time we had a George Bush in
the White House playing fast and loose
with the world, the strangest thing
happened: it inspired Eldritch to write
an album. We’re unlikely to get an
anti-Dubya album in the near future,
but maybe Eldritch would be prepared
to give GPS his thoughts on the
subject? Feedback was positive, if
disingenuous:

The enclave of Ruritania is an area of
50 or so square miles enclosed to the
north by impassable mountains and to
the south by the sea. Access is only
possible by personal invite on the daily
12 seater propeller-job which comes in
low over the mountains and heads out
over the sea before swinging onto the
grass landing strip. The remoteness of
the place, and the laissez-faire
anarchist-collective
regime,
is
invaluable for people who have no
wish to have their affairs picked over
by the press, or come to that, more
official organisations, and as well as

>Not sure I'm more qualified
>or more interesting than
>the next dude/dudette,
>but... sure, why not?
>
>Von
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a full-blown documentary of the
Sisters history (similar to the Clash’s
superb Westway to the World).
Certainly all Sisters shows since 1996
were recorded and the tapes from last
summer’s Bonn gig are currently being
worked on. But I’m not sure how
much professional-quality footage is
available
from
earlier
shows,
especially the pre-1985 gigs. The
possibilities are there for a substantial
piece of work, though. It would be
fabulous to interview some of the
former band members and crew: Gary
Marx, Tim Bricheno, Ian Robertson.
But such thoughts founder on the list
of people who probably wouldn’t be
asked - Hussey, Adams, Morrison and cost considerations alone are
probably enough to scupper a lavish
project.

Eldritch is waiting at the arrivals gate,
smoking as usual, and looking a little
older than the last time I saw him;
there are signs of grey appearing in the
temples and he seems a little worldweary (though that might just be the
tedium of waiting at an airport for me
in ‘journalist’ mode).
- How’s things?
“Not bad.
Same old, same old,
y’know”
The drive back to Eldritch’s place is
along a local highway, colloquially
known as the Highway of Death,
thanks to the absurd accident rate.
Every few miles there is a bunch of
flowers by the side of the road and
Eldritch explains these indicate the
scene of a fatal accident:
“If you’re Catholic, of course, you
have to take your hand off the wheel to
cross yourself as you go past. Not a
great idea, the locals are bad enough
drivers with both hands.”
Eldritch has been following recent
exposés of the Catholic church in the
US,
“My current favourite joke by the way:
what’s the difference between a zit and
a Catholic priest? A zit waits until
you’re 12 before exploding all over
your face.”

Less encouraging have been recent
discussions with record companies.
Eldritch has been flying out to labels
on the European mainland to open
discussions with a view to signing a
new contract. But it seems that the
process was entered into without much
enthusiasm on either side. Eldritch is
highly suspicious of record companies
and he seems to be too battle-scarred to
take on the risks associated with a new
contract.
“I was in the office at Virgin and they
were telling me how independent they
were of [parent company] EMI. But
on the bookshelf behind the guy who
was talking they had these boxfiles
labelled ‘Company Procedures’ with
the EMI logo on them. I just got the
impression that they weren’t serious
about signing us and I couldn’t wait to
get the plane home. I liked the A&R
man at BMG, though. At least he was
honest that they wouldn’t sign us. One
thing he did say though staggered me,

Before we settle down to the
interview-proper, talk turns, as it will,
to The Sisters of Mercy. Over recent
years, many of the GPS staffers have
become resigned to the Sisters being
finished as a recording outfit. So it
comes as some surprise to hear that
there have been some efforts made
towards getting new Sisters product
out. Work has already started on a
Sisters of Mercy DVD, with Chris
Starling editing video footage recorded
at Sisters’ gigs. It’s unclear whether
this will just be a concert recording, or
-
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“Record companies have got shafted
by internet piracy, but they’re more
concerned by kids swapping CDs in
the school playground. I think one of
the things BMG were bothered about
was
that
the
Sisters
aren’t
manipulatable. I’ve always said I’m
willing to be exploited competently.”

he said the Sisters weren’t a major
[label] band.”
- How many albums did the Sisters
sell?
“A million a pop.”
It sounds a fairly major number to me.
- So why not go indie, then?

One consistent feature of record
company requests was for the album to
be recorded with a third party
producer. Eldritch saw this as a waste
of money.

“First and foremost: because he's
wrong.”
An old nemesis we thought long gone
is also casting a shadow: East West,
the Sisters’ spectacularly useless
record company between 1990 and
1997. Unbelievably, labels are now
telling Eldritch that they aren’t as
good as EW were in the early 90s, that
they can’t guarantee the same level of
performance and pay that EW
delivered. Fuck, I think, this is a
nightmare. There must be something,
some angle, a solution we’ve missed.
The fridge is raided for beer and we
carry on.

“We learnt the hard way in the early
days how to make the Sisters sound
good. We record the track, sit back for
a couple of weeks, play it back and if it
doesn’t sound good, then we think
about getting someone else in. That’s
usually one of the first things labels
ask: what are the song titles and would
we agree to an external producer. I
don’t think BMG liked either of our
answers.”
- What, they don’t even to listen to the
songs!?

“I keep hearing these stories about
Dave Gahan trying to kill himself.
Mozzer’s not happy. Fat Bob’s not
happy. I’m unwilling to trade in some
of my ... comfortableness for a cheap
deal.”

“No. I think one of our titles, I’ve
Slept With Every Girl in Berlin,
might’ve put them off.”
Not for the first time I wonder how
serious he’s being.

Outside the evening sun glints off the
water in the swimming pool... Talk
moves on to the state of the music
industry. I mention the despicable Pop
Stars and Pop Idol shows as an
example. Eldritch hadn’t seen these,
but thought this was what labels were
looking for - acts they could control
and manipulate.
He’d also been
reading comments on the web about a
member of S Club 7 leaving the band
and how this was “the end of pop”.

He’s tried to get the Sisters on film
soundtracks, but while it’s possible to
get on the soundtrack album, it’s hard
to get the song played on the actual
film itself unless they want a bad G***
band.
- Reminds me of a story I heard about
Geri Haliwell. She’d taken all her
mates along to a screening of Bridget
Jones’s Diary and when her track was
played she jumped up, doing a “look at
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because in two years time whatever it
is will seem like a fortune.’”

me, this is my song” act. Trouble was
it was only played for 5 seconds so she
had to sit down pretty quickly.

But before this happens we’ll need to
get something recorded. Astonishingly
work has still not started on the Sisters’
studio in Leeds - which was originally
planned back in 1997. The builders
can’t get a plan together and the Trust
Fund that controls the Sisters’ money
isn’t releasing funds while no plan is in
place.
And if that seems like a
metaphor to you, well it does to me as
well. Not for the first time, I think the
Sisters need a manager, a fixer.
Someone with a bit of energy, with a
remit to make things happen.

“She was lucky to get 5 seconds.”
Talk turns to summer festivals, with
the Sisters scheduled to perform in
Belgrade1 and at the M’era Luna
festival in Germany. “It gives us an
incentive to finish off a couple of new
songs.”
- Have you got much new stuff?
“Shitloads.”
- You’ve spoken about a song called
‘Maximum Jack’...
“Well, he2 got moved sideways. But it
was about his attempt to precriminalize half the population.”

As we’ve been talking, out to sea the
sun has set, and Eldritch’s cats have
wandered in to be fed. Comfortable,
then.

And so where does this leave the
Sisters? Eldritch is happy to keep the
band going as a live concern. “We like
going in fields and making a loud
noise.” And the money from the gigs
is sufficient to keep the band operating
at a low-level: the Reptile House in
Leeds, the web sites, for example, as
well as funding projects like the
forthcoming DVD. But, even though
the Sisters are still playing larger
venues and drawing larger crowds than
they were in the 80s, promoters are
increasingly asking where the new
product is. And so Eldritch is coming
around to the view that it may be time
to give away new Sisters tracks free on
the internet. This is some U-turn.

Disclaimer: here’s what happened. We
got talking about the Sisters before I’d
even unpacked the tape recorder. Seemed
a shame to interrupt Eldo when he was
relatively chatty, so I scribbled down some
notes a couple of hours later. The
conversation as written above isn’t a
literal transcript, but it is an accurate
reflection of what we talked about.
When we came down to do the interview
proper a fatal mistake was made. Picture
the scene: at one end of the table was
Eldritch, myself at the other, and that litre
of Russian Vodka in-between. Might not a
quick shot be called for?

“It grates. But at least that way we
retain the rights to the songs. I got an
e-mail from my lawyer this morning
saying, ‘Get what you can now,

It was a disaster: we quickly got
completely ripped-to-the-tits and went off
to watch Von’s Sapphire and Steel video
box-set after deciding to do the interview
via e-mail. So, picture us several weeks
later, dissolving in a Star Trek transporter
beam and reconvening in cyberspace.

1

At the time of writing it looks like the
Belgrade show won’t go ahead, because “the
level of the Danube is too high”! A further
date in Bex, Switzerland was later added.
2
Jack Straw, former UK Home Secretary, now
Foreign Secretary.

-
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the Supreme Court. In a way, I
suppose, that was fair enough, as one
has to play by the rules, even if the
rules (in this case the ability of state
officials to decide electoral practice,
and the way that Supreme Court
justices are appointed) are plainly
skewed. The time to argue about rules
is before the game starts, and the skew
is a result of America's natural
proclivities. The sloping pitch is a
defining element of America's national
sport.

GPS: I remember us having a chat in
January 2000 as the initial primaries
and caucuses were getting under way
for the Presidential election, and you
predicted Bush as the eventual winner,
when most were tipping Gore (and I
was going for Steve Forbes based on a
strong showing in the GOP Iowa
Caucus). But few could have predicted
the mess that the election became.
What were your views on it?
Do you subscribe to the view that Bush
was effectively "elected" by Jeb Bush's
manipulation of electoral procedure in
Florida and the Supreme Court (still
laced with Nixon appointees)?

At any given time, two million
Americans are in jail, and only two
states will let them vote while they're
there. America puts more of its people
in prison than any other country in the
world, apart from Rwanda. I'm not
going to get into the many iniquities of
America's mass-incarceration policy
right now, but it's worth noting that the
slope of the pitch is increased by the
so-called War On Drugs, which has
systematically
contravened
the
Universal Declaration On Human
Rights and the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth,
Seventh and Eighth Amendments to
the American Constitution in its drive
to ensure that one third of all black
American men will spend some of
their life in prison. And a lot of
Hispanics. (And more than a few white
people.) In a quarter of American
states (including Florida), nobody with
a felony conviction is ever allowed to
vote again. Other US states make it
possible, but difficult, to regain the
right to vote after a felony conviction.
In Florida, one third of the black male
population already cannot vote. Half a
million people are disenfranchised in
this way in Florida alone. Bush "won"
the American election by "winning"
Florida by 537 votes. Go figure.

AE: Well, I was wrong to tip Bush, as
I didn't also foretell the nonsense that
started in the banana republic of
Florida and ended up in the Supreme
Court. I thought Bush was going to
win it, but I think Gore did win it, or
probably would have, which is much
the same thing as winning, when your
opponents prevent a count/recount.
My prediction was based on the natural
inclination of the American electorate
to appoint a right-wing stooge (by
which I mean a stooge even further to
the right than the Democrats) unless it
can think of a pressing reason not to,
and (or because of) the dependence of
candidates on campaign money, which
allows oil, bio-pharmaceutical and
arms companies to nominate a sock
puppet for president and plaster him all
over the nation's television screens,
which big business has thoughtfully
deprived of depth and balance.
The tide is so strong that Gore was
persuaded to back off when he was
obviously being fucked over by a chain
of Republican muppets from the
Floridian Secretary of State to Bush's
brother in the gubernatorial mansion to

I must admit, I thought Gore would
have lost it before they started
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The American people generally are so
grossly ignorant of world affairs and
the impact on the planet of their
attitudes and behaviours that they can
believe things like the attack on the
WTC are caused by others' jealousy of
their standard of living, without asking
themselves why Canada, for example,
doesn't attract the same kind of
attention - although a previous
Canadian girlfriend of mine said that
some Americans brave enough to
venture beyond their borders would
sometimes check in advance that
Canada had banks, so maybe the First
World really does stop at Buffalo. My
mate Thorsten went to America to visit
a friend whose child had been born
there. The child felt the need to
impress his German visitor by
revealing to him the marvels of
television and remote control, because
foreigners have surely never heard of
such things. That says a lot about
Americans' perception of the rest of the
world, and also about the value they
place on the window of darkness
which is American TV.

counting chads. Or rather, not counting
them. If the elections on a Caribbean
island had been run like those in
Florida, the Republicans would
probably be sending the marines in to
restore
democracy,
i.e.
a
thug/dealer/fascist/puppet more to their
liking. In Florida, they didn't have to,
having already engineered the place to
their liking.
Gore did make it easier for them, but
so would any candidate with any merit.
The kind of attributes that would
appeal to me in an American
presidential candidate are not likely to
play in Peoria. Or even Florida.
Even before September 11, Bush
seemed to be itching for a dust-up - the
China spy plane incident was alarming
for a time. Do you think something
would have happened even without the
WTC attack? The first George Bush
got his war, it sure looks like junior
was looking for his.
I'm sure Dubya would have liked a
dust-up if he had half a mind to do so.
Lacking the wherewithal, he would
have left such stuff to that nice Mr
Cheney, along with everything else.
Dubya is as dependent as he always
was on his father's backers for his
position and any opinions he might be
called upon to affect for the camera.

I'm sure you've sometime tried and
failed to keep up with world affairs by
watching American TV. Even the
major networks, when a conflict
involving the USA is already
underway, rarely depart from headline
soundbites to go deeper than a cursory
shouting match among their own
pundits on Sunday mornings. Nonnetwork news restricts itself to
covering local gangland, which is
plenty. It's rare to see news about
neighbouring states, let alone other
continents. Any hint of a sex scandal
will displace foreign news ... for years,
if a Democrat is in the stocks.
Whenever Clinton held a press
conference with a foreign head of state,
the US media could think of no more
interesting topic to dwell on than the

In that sense, as many others, he is a
fair reflection of the American public,
which owes its hallowed standard of
living to the voodoo economics so
beloved of the military industrial
complex, the rape of the planet, and the
strange willingness of the rest of us to
let them get away with it while
consuming their garbage. I don't like
McDonald's, but I'll take the rock and
roll. Mmmmm, rock and roll.

-
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breakfast bars). It is constantly
asserting its right to moral leadership,
which it certainly has the ability to
display, and it should be as loudly
disappointed as the rest of us when our
high hopes and expectations are
betrayed.

insertion of cigar into vagina. If I were
Al Gore I would invent the Internet, so
they could
get
their
bizarre
pornography at home. Oops! Sorry
Tipper!
I had a house guest who, after
spending a week in Hamburg, asked
how I could possibly hang out so close
to Bayreuth, what with all those crazy
Arab
people
running
around
kidnapping the white folks and
blowing stuff up. I had to point out that
Bayreuth was quite far away, and
Beirut considerably farther. Life at that
moment seemed too short to point out
to her that her view of Arab/Israeli
tensions might be made more accurate
if she knew that Beirut is actually quite
close to Israel, and not to the North
Sea. Wherever that is. I know
Americans who can't find whole
continents on a map of the world.
There's
little
point
quoting
de Tocqueville at them.

America carries considerable weight,
and should for its own good be trying
to move itself and the planet forward.
When things go pear-shaped (or
crumple from a great height), America
should not be reacting by increasing
the unilateralism which prompts so
much resentment in the first place, and
our own defective demagogues should
not
be
reacting
to
Dubya's
unilateralism by indulging in his War
On Terrorism, which is so defined as
to prevent
us ever knowing
who/what/how/when and therefore
why we're attacking. All we will know
is that we'll be surrendering more civil
liberties for the cause. Aren't they what
we're supposed to be defending?
Obviously not. The so-called War On
Terrorism is so defined as to make the
American executive unanswerable to
the American judiciary and the
American legislature and the American
electorate, let alone anybody else. The
American executive has shown by its
contempt of international protocols and
its actions at home that it is happy to
represent the interests of its corporate
backers above all others. So that's what
we're supposed to be defending. The
War On Terrorism is merely a call to
the civilised world to join Bush's
programme
of
unanswerable
government, for the ultimate benefit of
Exxon, Monsanto, Lockheed, etc.

Does this mean America is so much
more fucked up than the rest of the
world? Well, yes, but general
knowledge in the British population is
inadequate, as are literacy and
numeracy. It's not alone. As for
morals, I think many of my immediate
neighbours in Leeds lack a basic sense,
however solipsistic, of right and
wrong. If Britain was throwing its
weight around to the same extent as
America is, one would probably be
exasperated with it to the same extent
as one is with America.
America quite rightly aspires to the
moral high ground, and does so loudly.
It is quite rightly proud of its
Constitution, which to my mind is
more fundamentally valuable than
anybody's standard of living (although
there's a lot to be said for basing a
social philosophy on 24-hour nude

America's support of Israeli extremism
in Palestine will continue to provide it
with extremist enemies. Its two-fold
unilateralism should deprive of it of
allies in any campaign as murky as this
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to that caused by the attack on Pearl
Harbor, which itself happened in the
context of a World War which had
already been running - in their
direction - for some time.

one. Actually, let that read "three-fold
unilateralism," as I don't believe that
Cheney, Rumsfeld and Rice let their
sock-puppet tell them what to do.
Let's start by talking about the events
on 11 September.
How did you
become aware of the attacks? Were
you watching TV at the time?

Americans generally have no idea what
Israel gets up to with their cash, their
weapons
and
usually
their
administrations' blessing, and they
have no idea how the rest of the world
feels about it, and in particular what an
easy excuse it offers to muslim
extremists. They do not imagine that
such news appears on anybody's
televisions (even if they were to
imagine that other countries have
televisions), let alone as the major item
of every day's news on many patches
of the planet - those patches where
suicide bombers are bred. Americans
generally have no idea about the recent
rejection by the Bush administration of
any commitment to the Kyoto treaty,
the international war crimes court, the
international convention on children's
rights, international conventions on
the death penalty, and many others.
The Bush administration won't even
apply the Geneva Convention to its
captives in Guantanamo Bay, so this is
not a war to win hearts and minds.

I was driving across Europe with Mark
Noise from the Reptile House. We
stopped for coffee at a roadhouse with
a television. The story must have been
running for a while because the other
customers were no longer paying much
attention. I called my girlfriend to get
some details in English. The everreigning Miss Detroit was shaken up,
and like most Americans she was still
taking it personally because she's only
recently, by living outside America,
started to appreciate that America - and
the Bush administration especially has a way of annoying people, and
often by proxy (which is why the
proxies get it first, whether America
notices or not) ... but it's nothing that
Europeans haven't seen before, albeit
not as spectacularly.
The problem for the Americans
generally is that they still don't get it.
The people of much of the rest of the
world are used to things been blown
up; they understand who's behind it,
what those people's motivation and
demands are, and they would be
marching
on
their
various
governments,
as
indeed
they
sometimes do, if they didn't broadly
agree with the stand-off and accept the
occasional loss of life, property and,
sadly, civil liberties. Americans
generally have been taken by surprise
because they didn't know who was
behind it, they didn't know what those
people's motivation and demands were,
and they feel a sense of outrage similar
-

As regards America's remaining
commitments, even the civil servants
in charge of implementing the various
ratified conventions have little idea
what their obligations are, pursuing
their own path regardless. To such
issues, which register far less in
America than they do abroad, we may
add the gangsterism of the CIA/NSA,
the corporate gangsterism of biopharmaceutical
companies
like
Monsanto, and most spectacularly, the
administration's recent revelation that
it has reconsidered its policy of never
being the first power in a conflict to
use nuclear weapons. Some of us will
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would teach about maoism or
capitalism, without expecting kids to
be maoists or capitalists or anything
except kids with a range of reasonable
parameters for right and wrong. Let
consenting adults practise whatever
they want, as long as they don't impose
their harm/views/practices on others.
But don't try to win over the
transgressor by abandoning civilised
behaviour and leaving his vegetable
patches as a minefield once you've
bombed the fuck out of them.
Assuming you have to bomb them in
the first place. I accept that you do
sometimes have to bomb them, but if
realistic efforts were made to persuade
regimes, instead of waiting for a
chance of target practice, there just
might be fewer nasty regimes in the
first place. Instead of which,
intolerance has encouraged America's
taxpayers to expend nothing on
foreigners (especially those with
wacky headgear) except ammunition.

remember that the USA is the one and
only country to have used nuclear
weapons, and that was against a nation
which presented no imminent threat of
invasion and had used no nuclear or
chemical or biological ordinance itself.
Felt so good they did it twice. The
USA just announced that it will not,
after all, be destroying its stocks of
smallpox. And the so-called War On
Terrorism is supposed to quell the
threat of "weapons of mass
destruction."
The initial reaction was clearly one of
shock, and the loss of life was terribly
sad...
I wouldn't say it had to be uniquely
shocking or uniquely sad. I don't take
the view that American skyscrapers
and lives are more valuable than
others.
... but, on reflection, how surprising
was it that Islamic extremists had a go
at the States?

One of the first thoughts I had was how
unfortunate it was that a major
international incident had happened
during Bush's presidency. Do you
think it was coincidence, or do you
think bin Laden and cohorts were
trying to take advantage of a weak
president ...

Don't know what took them so long.
Just how much religious tolerance
should we show? Should there come a
point when we say, actually Islamic
teachers are wrong to impose its
beliefs, and isn't it about time Jews
stopped killing 5 year old children in
school, and the Catholic church is
riddled with perverts and isn't it about
time we ceased to respect those who
accord no respect to others and face
up to the difficult fact that you can't
accord religious tolerance to the
religiously intolerant?

Merely taking advantage of a
reactionary
president.
Provoking
reaction is part of Basic Terrorism, and
pursuing terrorism at the expense of
civil liberties is part of Basic
Oppressive Government.
Osama needs Israel. Israel needs
America. America needs Bush. Bush
needs Osama.
The weakest link in this vicious circle
is "America needs Bush." If America
can work out that it doesn't need Bush,
things might improve.

I don't find that difficult at all.
Separate church from state and from
education. Teach about religion
without teaching religion, as one
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a transnational police state, although
they would have found more allies by
being less isolationist in their other
policies.

It's a shame that the American majority
feels that it needs Bush, and it's a
shame that the Israeli electoral system
ultimately makes every Israeli
government hostage to a few extremist
right-wing nutters, even when a git like
Sharon isn't prime minister.

We should probably state at this point
that the WTC attack was an outrage,
but what would have been the ideal US
response?

... or did Bush's attitude that the Texan
way is the one true way in some way
prompt this?

That's a nasty question, as we shouldn't
be in this position to start with. There
is no "ideal" response at this point.
Any kind of retribution is not "ideal."
Any kind of appeasement is not
"ideal." My world view inclines me
rather to wonder how such messes can
be avoided in the first place. That's not
to say that I don't accept the prevalence
of these situations, but this isn't the
Cold War, which my generation took
as a given, and it still doesn't have to
turn into the Cold War. The best way
to stop it turning into another Cold
War is to avoid the next flashpoint.
Not bombing Iraq or North Korea
would be a good start. Solid criticism
of Sharon would help.

I can't vouch for bin Laden, but Israeli
extremism is either a damn good
excuse or a damn good reason. Judging
by the number of Palestinians willing
to blow themselves up in Israeli coffee
shops, I'd say it was looking like a
reason. Given that Bush probably
didn't even know where Israel is until
recently, one has to assume that Dick,
Donald and Condoleezza had their
reasons for letting things escalate.
You were a bit of a Clinton fan, and
endorsed Gore at the last election.
Well, almost anybody would have
been better than Dubya. We knew what
obtuse nastiness would be lurking at
the bottom of his gene pool.

What did you make of Bush's
performance under pressure?
It
seemed to me that the entire White
House machinery hadn't got a clue
what to do.

Do you think Clinton and Gore would
have reacted differently?

I think Dick and Donald and
Condoleezza knew exactly what they
wanted to do. Unlike the guy who
promptly drove his vehicle through the
wall of the nearest mosque, they just
couldn't quite say so, and as the people
trying retrospectively to garner some
kind of acceptance (if not legality) for
running Echelon, they just couldn't
quite say so.

Yes, inasmuch as they would not have
concentrated so fully on retribution and
utterly ignored international calls for
aid and rebuilding (by which I don't
mean the CIA's habit of directly
funding warlords). They wouldn't have
fanned domestic fires to the same
extent. They might also not have
allowed Israel so brazenly to pursue its
oppression under the guise of
participation in the so-called War On
Terrorism and (or because) they would
not have been quite so quick to further
-

There was a glorious moment in the
Pentagon/Colin Powell power battle
when Rumsfeld and Myers' press
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his regime. Widespread increases in
widespread repression are the natural
result.

conferences were being carried live on
worldwide TV and Powell was being
sent out to a hostile, volatile Pakistan
on a "peace-keeping" mission. It was
pretty clear that the "hawks" had won
after that. Any thoughts on Rumsfeld?
He reminds me of Doctor Strangelove.

As you point out, even Israel's recent
incursions have been made under the
banner of Dubya's "crusade," and
further validate bin Laden's mission
statement in the eyes of muslim
radicals.

I feel sorry for Colin Powell, but in the
circumstances he should have run for
president if he wanted to make a
difference. And he shouldn't be a
Republican anyway.

Did you support the eventual military
action against Afghanistan?
Yes and no. The idea that such an
action secures America against
terrorism or drugs is ridiculous,
particularly as the Americans - unlike
the Europeans - have shown little
interest in rebuilding the place. On the
other hand, a lot of women will regain
the right to go to school and see a
doctor. The Taliban were already on
my to-bomb list, but ...

I can't say I'm fascinated by the
personality of Rumsfeld.
The use of language was interesting:
the "crusade", the "axis of evil".
Dubya sees everything in black and
white terms.
He's not clever. Actually, he's not
clever enough to write his own
speeches, or even connect his mouth
with what little brain he has, so I think
this is the kind of language that
Cheney finds appropriate. Certainly
plays well in the trailer park. Cheney
misses the Cold War. So do I, in a
way, but I can't pretend that Iraq and
North Korea are snuggling up like
Khrushchev and Castro.

... see my comments about the
aftermath, and add the observation that
imposing the American Way will do
no good if it turns out to mean only a
source of cheap labour, racketeering of
raw materials, and profits for Exxon,
Monsanto, Lockheed, etc. You have to
export civil liberties and a reduction in
poverty. None of that is on Bush's
agenda. At all. Not even at home.

And this then gets abused by the likes
of Mugabe, Sharon, etc. who justify
their own outrages as weeding out
terrorists. It strikes me that this is
perhaps the area in which Bush's
incompetence is at its most dangerous.

It seemed to me a considerable moral
dilemma. On the one hand getting rid
of the Taliban was a result, but the
manner in which it was achieved
betrayed the US's deep lack of
understanding of why they were hated
in the first place.

The deliberate obscurity of the socalled War On Terrrorism encourages
any regime to increase its own
repressive measures against its own
particular targets in the interests of
"security." Unsurprisingly, Bush is
making
unilateralism
and
unaccountability into the hallmarks of

In a nutshell.
Isn't it about time the civilised world
started to say, "let's not charge over
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terrorists nearly as much as it hurts
oneself.
The only achievement of the War On
Drugs in America has been to widen
the gaping wound of race relations by
sidelining the Constitution. The only
achievement of the War On Drugs in
Britain has been to needlessly
criminalise a vast swathe of the
population. The so-called War On
Terrorism will fail its immediate
objectives if it involves nothing more
than the bombing of the usual suspects.
It will fail us all if our privacy and our
civil liberties are further eroded. That
seems to be part of its definition, so I
would say that it has already failed us.

the hill and fuck up the people in the
next village"?
I know they've got television and
remote control, because we're missing
some, but can we leave the Mancs and
the Scousers out of this for the
moment?
American
hypocrisy.
Everyone's
favourite... the USA has long known
that the Taliban were harbouring bin
Laden, that he may well have been
responsible for the last attack on WTC,
that their human rights record in
regard of women is atrocious, that they
ignored world protest at the shelling of
ancient monuments of Buddha, yet in
May the USA shoved the Taliban 43
mil for banning export of smack (which
the Northern Alliance is now exporting
again). This was money for old rope as
far as the Taliban were concerned,
because they've pretty much banned
everything else. Will the War on Terror
be the outright success that the War on
Drugs was?

It's unclear at the moment whether the
US response will stop at Afghanistan,
with Bush looking to get at the "axis of
evil", Iraq, North Korea, etc. How
does this tie up with the "war on
terrorism", terrorism by its nature
being non-state based and its targets
being difficult to identify?
Polls require an occasional war. The
Bush administration fancies as much of
a police state as the citizens will
tolerate, plus whatever it can get away
with not telling them about. That sits
nicely with the primary goals of any
terror campaign: to inculcate a
disproportionate fear in the target zone
and to cause the target regime to
increase suppressive measures, thereby
justifying and encouraging resentment.
Thanks to the Bush administration,
both have been achieved. As we've
noted, the War On Drugs succeeded
similarly in putting more black people
in
prison
(and
permanently
disenfranchising them as felons),
increasing the latitude given to and
abused by law enforcement agencies,
selling more weapons and using them
in more neighbouring countries to
support other aspects of foreign policy.

The main result - if any - will be to
reinforce the stranglehold of the
military industrial complex on
American thinking, which has always
been near the top of the Republicans'
real agenda, and to consolidate the
supervision of the first world before
the EU wakes up to its powers and
responsibilities, and while Blair's still
hypnotised
by
the
"special
relationship" (known since WWII as
"grab your ankles").
The way to combat terrorists is to
infiltrate them and defuse any justified
grievances. The CIA/NSA is patently
incapable of the former, and the Bush
administration shows no signs of being
genuinely interested in the latter.
Increasing surveillance and decreasing
civil
liberties
merely
annoys
everybody,
which doesn't
hurt
-
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As for state-supported terrorism, the
CIA's last leaflet for Nicaraguans
encourages the good citizen to petrol
bomb police stations. With cartoons to
show him the all-American way of
making a Molotov cocktail.

What of a unified EU position? I
heard a nice quote on Radio Four this
morning. "The EU has millions of
words, tonnes of paper, thousands of
soldiers. But it seems to lack anyone
with a pair of functioning testicles."

Media coverage of the war. This was
probably the least reported war since
the 50s, given the blanket ban on
reporters, cameras etc by the Taliban.
Baudrillard famously said the Gulf
war never happened, all that occurred
was by and for the media, everything
filtered through the lens by whoever
was pointing it. Was the Afghan war
more or less real for the news
blackout?

I'd like to say that it was testicles
which got us into this mess in the first
place, that it's been a long time since a
woman started a war (except with me),
and so on. Unfortunately, our political
systems encourage women with
testicles, which are not the dog's
bollocks. Clare Short and Mo
Mowlem, despite looking like boxer
dogs, would be beneficial forces if
Tony Blair would let them out of the
doghouse.

I don't think wars were really subject
to domestic criticism until Vietnam.
Since then, everything's been so stagemanaged that I can't say I feel
fundamentally under-informed by any
lack of CNN/BBC coverage. It's nice
to have coverage where possible, but I
can't say that I trust it.

The
Sisters
International ...

endorse

Amnesty

I don't know why continental European
branches of Amnesty are happy to
accept our support while the UK
branch smiles wanly and ignores any
opportunity to talk to our constituents3.

Tony Blair. President Blair. Tough on
terrorism, tough on the causes of
terrorism. Has he made the slightest
bit of difference, except to boost his
own ego and highlight Britain's
impotency to influence world affairs?

... but paradoxically respect for
human rights seems to have been one
of the first things to be lost after 9/11:
Geneva convention abuses at Camp
X-Ray etc., putting a new regime in
place in Afghanistan that has almost as
bad a track record as the Taliban?

I think he has done his constituents a
disservice by not trying harder to apply
a European dimension. I think he has
done his constituents a disservice by
not resisting the unaccountable
encroachment of US intelligence into
global communications. I have the
usual complaints about his attitude to
constitutional law (like a second
chamber full of muppets) and his
interior ministers' attitude to civil
liberties. All of this applied before
September 11th.

It's not looking good for Afghanistan,
but short of running the place from
Brussels, it's hard to see what the better
alternatives might be. If some kind of
political process is allowed to take
shape, one can hope for slow progress.
The rock'n'roll angle. In contrast with
Vietnam, there was a notable absence
3

There was some talk of Amnesty getting
involved in the eXXile tour.
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Let's change tack and try to read the
mind of bin Laden. What on earth was
he trying to achieve? He'd presumably
got himself set up nicely in Afghanistan
under the Taliban regime with his 15
(or whatever) wives. Now Taliban rule
is over and he's living in a cave. Was
he a fanatic all along, or is he more
intelligent than he has been given
credit for? Have we seen the last of
him and Al-Qaeda?

of protest from the usual selfappointed leaders of the alternative
youth. Instead we had rap / hip-hop
acts supporting Dubya because they
view 9/11 as an "attack on their hood"
- the ultimate affront - and the
sickening sight of Bono's photo shoot
with Dubya, flicking V signs on the
White House lawn. What is Bono up
to? Massaging his ego or adopting a
pragmatic approach that his fame
allows him to influence things?

I've only got Dubya's word for it that
Osama had anything to do with the
WTC. The evidence was so
"compelling" that we weren't allowed
to see it. Let's assume the subsequent
videos of Osama gloating weren't
faked, and let's assume that Osama
wasn't assuming responsibility just
because he could. I don't know what he
might have been thinking or how
bright he is. I reckon he can be
intelligent and still be a fanatic. I don't
think a person can be wise and still be
a religious fanatic, but I would observe
that religion is a handy control
mechanism often used by intelligent
non-believers for their own ends,
which may or may not be in
everybody's interest. I'd still prefer
them to do without it. Religion causes
no end of trouble, and it's unnecessary.

There would have been a notable
absence of publicised protest. As I
recall, the BBC apologised to the US
ambassador for allowing the audience
to criticise his administration on
Question Time, and rather blew their
pretence to openness when they added
that they could and would make sure
that the audience was "better" selected
in future to provide the "cross-section"
of opinion which was more suitable.
The last time I was interviewed on the
BBC, I was asked to give a ten second
solution to world hunger, "without
getting political." I don't think I'd even
get ten seconds on American national
radio.
Presumably Bono thought a V sign
would get his peripheral comments
aired. Presumably they weren't. I don't
know; I didn't see it. As for rap acts,
you'd be hard pressed to find many
American entertainers that make room
in their wallet for a conscience. That's
part of the American "money = power"
equation. Media exposure is reserved
for artists who seem to be making as
much money as they can. Anybody
else
is
regarded
as
weird,
unreckonable, and probably a threat to
the sytem. After September 11th,
anything other than abject support for
the administration is looked upon as
anti-American.

-

Depending on the conduct of the
Americans (and the Israelis), a lot
more bombers may be bred. There's
enough funny money floating around
the world to take care of their logistics,
whether they're Al-Qaeda or not. And
we haven't seen the last of anybody
who's been demonised to the extent
that bin Laden's been demonised,
whether he's dead or not.
How do you see Western / Islamic
relations developing over the next ten
or fifteen years? Is this the start of a
protracted period of incidents like
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Afghanistan and Israel; of restriction
of our freedoms to support the War
against Terrorism?

doers than the done-to. I haven't been
able to wax lyrical on Cheney,
Rumsfeld and Rice.

Israel's stance is the easy excuse
needed by any islamic extremist or
apologist. So far, Dubya seems content
to let Israeli tanks roll as they please,
presumably to let the next American
target incriminate himself by getting
upset about it. The Bush administration
went easy on Israel while berating
Arafat about his lack of control, even
while the Israelis were bombing him
into house arrest and destroying his
infrastructure; I see no signs of
America being seen as any less biased
towards Israel in muslim eyes, and I
see no signs of Israel softening its
stance. We're in a reactionary cycle. As
for your freedoms and mine, the
current British government has a bad
record on civil liberties. The so-called
War On Terrorism is a great excuse for
them to encroach further. In short: 1.
Not great. 2. Yes. 3. Yes.

The Sisters, with that cynical, non-rosy
world-view seem better adapted than
most to cope with and document the
changes occurring in the world Does
it inspire you as an artist? (As a
listener I must say my reaction was to
use music to escape, to try and forget
about it. Played a lot of Cocteau
Twins in September.)
I don't know whether it "inspires" me,
it's just there. When things come to a
head, like the miners' strike or the fall
of the Wall, one is tempted to pitch in
with a blunt musical instrument, but I
think the Sisters are better at
documenting inter-personal fallout
than sloganeering. 'Dominion' and
'Vision Thing' are about as obvious as
we get, and I think they're good, but
most of our songs aren't quite like that.
I didn't feel the need to escape, but
then I no longer live in or next to
military installations, and there's
always a bigger non-escapable threat
which I've always lived with as a child
of the Cold War. I don't mind this stuff
running around my head; it always has,
and it doesn't only pop up when one
building falls down. That's the way the
world is, for the moment, and I've
never viewed music as an escape from
it.

What is your reaction as an artist to
the things we've been talking about?
Well, I had a go at Bush's father for
much the same reasons, especially with
his CIA connections. I'm not going to
dedicate the rest of my life to
lambasting the Bush dynasty, and the
American people must have seen what
was coming when they voted for
Junior despite my last album. The
Republicans will have to change their
template slightly before I vent at them
again. I was looking forward to venting
at them again, but Dubya is dismally
devoid of an identity of his own, and
the people pulling his strings are too
generic to be pulled out of the shadows
in an effective way, by me at least. My
songs need characters, and I'm more
inclined (especially since previous
misunderstandings) to write about the

If it weren't for the reaction of the US
administration, and the way that most
European governments subsequently
tagged along with it, I wouldn't
personally feel that September 11th
was any kind of watershed. It was
waiting to happen. FBI and CIA field
agents saw it coming, and it didn't
surprise me.
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reflect the country's own professed
ideals. That would be better for
everybody, including America.

THE BOTTOM LINE:
I'm not anti-American. I just think that
the American government should

"People who are willing to sacrifice essential freedoms for
security deserve neither freedom nor security."
- Benjamin Franklin

-
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2001 Review

T

he eXXile on Euphoria tour began on
£40 for mine at Ternat in the Autumn)
16th February 2001 with a gig at
were distributed.
Vanbrugh College, York University,
20 years to the day after the Sisters' live
debut, also at York. (Though there is now
With Pere Ubu’s David Thomas and Tim
some confusion about exactly which York
Bricheno’s Tinstar as support acts, the tour
college the first gig took place. Heartland
moved on through a further 5 dates in the
fanzine states that it was at Alcuin college,
UK, with a stunning performance at Leeds
though the Sisters web site - initially silent
University the clear highlight and then
on the matter - now claims it was
moved to a string of dates on the
Vanbrugh. We note Alcuin college has
mainland, Munich in particular getting
been bulldozed so would hardly have been
excellent reviews.
a suitable place for the anniversary show.)
Arriving at the
2001
thus
Vanbrugh College
venue (a small 16 Feb 2001 York, England
continued
the
University
college
dining- 17 Feb 2001 Leeds, England
pattern for recent
room overlooking 18 Feb 2001 Nottingham, England Rock City
years: a medium
20 Feb 2001 Birmingham, England
Academy
the University lake)
sized
tour
of
22 Feb 2001 London, England
Astoria
mid-afternoon for
Europe (it is now 3
23 Feb 2001 London, England
Astoria
the soundcheck, it 25 Feb 2001 Deinze, Belgium
years since the last
Brielpoort
was good to see a 26 Feb 2001 Hamburg, Germany
US dates), but no
Grosse Freiheit 36
number of faces 27 Feb 2001 Hamburg, Germany
sign of any Sisters
Grosse Freiheit 36
from the Sisters' 01 Mar 2001 Berlin, Germany
recordings seeing
Columbiahalle
past, including Ian 02 Mar 2001 Erfurt, Germany
the light of day.
Thüringenhalle
Robertson
were 03 Mar 2001 Munich, Germany
Indeed, things have
Colosseum
present at the gig.
stagnated to the
05 Mar 2001 Stuttgart, Germany
Congresscentrum B
extent that there are
06 Mar 2001 Cologne, Germany
Palladium
Fears that the show 07 Mar 2001 Zürich, Switzerland
not
even
any
X-Tra Limmathaus
would get a bit 09 Mar 2001 Prague, Czech Republic Sky Club
plausible rumours
nostalgic
and 10 Mar 2001 Vienna, Austria
of a new album
Libro Music Hall
sentimental,
being released, or a
17 Mar 2001 Oporto, Portugal
Coliseu
especially for those 23 June 2001 Bonn, Germany
recording contract
Museumplatz
Arvika Festival
at the concert who 12 July 2001 Arvika, Sweden
being signed.
Pukkelpop Festival
were
former 24 Aug 2001 Hasselt, Belgium
Rock Ternat Festival After the eXXile
students at York, 13 Oct 2001 Ternat, Belgium
were quickly put
tour, Eldritch was
aside as the band (continuing the Eldritch,
asked to judge the European Short Film
Pearson, Sheehan line-up) turned in a fine
competition, held in Hamburg.
A
performance to an appreciative and
philosophical treatise entitled Being
drunken audience. Two new 70s cover
Fucked Up swept the board.
versions were unleashed: the Rubette’s
Sugar Baby Love and the Ramones’ I
The Sisters are still a big enough draw on
Wanna Be Sedated (a suitable tribute to
the European mainland to be asked to play
the late Joey Ramone). The fans sang
the summer festivals, and medium-sized
Happy Birthday, and birthday cakes and
shows were played in Germany and
free t-shirts bearing the logo “Icing the
Sweden, before a headline slot on one of
Body Electric, Sisters on Cake” (now a
the smaller stages at the huge Pukkelpop
desirable collector’s item - I was offered
festival in Belgium on a hot, humid
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- Advertisement -

August night.
This was a superb
performance: the Sisters were restricted to
an hour on-stage and, starting with the
outstanding Crash and Burn, let rip with a
non-stop sequence of up-tempo rabble
rousing numbers. There were concerned
faces amongst the security staff as the
crowd swelled during the Sisters' set, but
things passed off without problems.

Contract killer / nutter required to
rough-up the bass player from The
Hives. (He’s a fat bastard so you’ll
need to be a bit useful.) Going rate
paid. Discretion assured.
Applications, including references, to
GPS, PO Box 129, Aldershot, GU12
4FZ

The Sisters of Mercy
Adam Pearson goes full shred at
Ternat

will be appearing at this year’ Bex
Rock festival in Bex, Switzerland
on 28th June. Also on the bill:

The final show of the year, again in
Belgium, was more of a disappointment.
The venue was in a bizarre Agriculture
centre just north of Brussels and was a
very low key affair with a few thousand
present. The sound quality was atrocious.
The first few songs were practically
unrecognisable, and eventually there was
an embarrassing two minute pause while
repairs were carried out to Adam’s guitar.
You don’t get too many below-par
performances from the Sisters, but there
have been a few over the last couple of
years.

The Levellers
Nada Surf
La Ruda Salska
Liz Libido
Alphavile
The Wailers
K’s Choice
Axel Bauer
MXD

Eldritch spent the latter part of the year on
holiday in Egypt before returning to
Europe to witness the introduction of the
single currency on 1st January 2002. Chris
Starling has been at work on his new
album, Sounds like Chris Starling, slated
for a March release.

-

Tickets are SwFr 43,Details: http://www.bexrock.ch
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Andrew Eldritch: Superhero

T

least some degree, in on the secret - we
recognise the similarities between man and
superhero, and, more pertinently, we recognise
the conflicts between the two. The most
successful comic book heroes are always those
whose characters are divided, sometimes
overtly, sometimes less so. And, while it may
be the special effects, the Ka-Pows and the
X-ray vision that sell comics and attract movie
interest, it's the humanism of the characters
that maintain the audience. Actually, it's a
combination of the two: nobody cares about
characters that are all-powerful and "perfect",
nor about characters that are "too normal", but
when humanity combines (and often conflicts)
with super-humanity, things start to get
interesting. The Gonzoid Amphetamine Filth
that is Von Eldritch on stage is offset and
given meaning by the quiet, introspective and
shy man that is Andrew Taylor in private, at
least as we might imagine him to be. When
Andrew dons The Shades and the powers of
his Mighty Microphone and Amazing Powers
Of Acceleration, we know that, at some level,
he is still the man who in his spare time wrote
geeky songs about girls and politics.

here's a lot of debris out there, when it
comes to the Sisters - bootlegs and
tastefully hand-drawn shirts on eBay, miscredited songs from "The Lost Boys" on
Napster, fan-fiction and poems, bad covers and
worse imitators. Somewhere out there, there
are even one or two comics based upon the
band and its lead singer.
One in particular has lodged in my mind,
although neither the plot nor the artwork can
have been particularly memorable since, well,
I can't remember either. The basic premise,
though, was an appealing one, and is one that I
believe can be useful in understanding the
appeal, and the aggravation, of the Sisters and
von Eldritch.
Now, I'm no great comic book fan, having
always preferred classic literature or, at least,
pornography, but as with anyone who has
enjoyed the dubious pleasure of watching
Spider-Man, reading an article by Slashdot's
JonKatz, or having Neil Gaiman's "Sandman"
thrust eagerly upon him by fellow oddlydressed adolescents, the basic concepts and
conceits behind the genre are reasonably
familiar to me. Most of the best-known comic
books - your Superman, Batman, X-Men,
Incredible
Hulk,
Spider-Man,
involve
essentially regular people who are "different"
in some important way, and who often live
dual lives - as the human, and as the
superhuman. And so, of course, it is with
Andrew Taylor, who dons his Ray Bans and
becomes... von Eldritch! Indeed, the comic
book hero's costume is an intrinsic part of his
identity. It serves to protect his "true" identity,
of course, but also to represent who he is:
Superman is as much the stylised "S" as he is
the muscles and powers, and Eldritch no doubt
gains self-assurance and his own powers from
the security of the dark or mirrored lenses.
And the psychological effect upon the
audience is also remarkable, especially if we
are to believe that, without the shades, Eldritch
can go unrecognised in public; it's a true Clark
Kent transformation, albeit in reverse.

Speaking of geekiness, I would be remiss if I
failed to mention another parallel, that between
the audiences of comic books and the Sisters.
Although I hate to generalise or pigeonhole
any group of people based upon something as
banal as its tastes in music or reading material..
I'm going to do it anyway. For, though I
recognise that it takes all types to listen to the
Sisters or to spend their time at the comic
store, I'm still fairly certain that both media
appeal especially to the young, the slightly
nerdy, the ostracised, the "fairly creative but
not enough to be a cool kid", the "intellectual",
the bullied, the spotty. Let's face it: would
anyone be surprised if they were to learn, say,
that The Simpsons' "comic book guy" was a
Sisters fan? If true, this statistic helps to
explain to an even greater extent the
importance of the duality of the regular
guy/superhero myth: by recognising that the
comic hero, Von, is also just Andrew Taylor,
we can juxtapose ourselves into the same
relationship - perhaps also explaining the fact
that many of the more hardcore Sisters fans
seem to enjoy appropriating the more sneering

Having said that, of course, the apparent
simplicity to the disguise touches upon a
second way in which Eldritch resembles a
comic book character: the audience is, to at
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what validates it and makes it, somehow, seem
less ridiculous than it actually is. Indeed, by
playing the part with such conviction and
without resorting to winking at the audience,
Von is lent a mystique that is essential to the
successful comic book character. As the
audience, we're in on the secret, but it's never
overtly discussed: Superman doesn't turn to the
reader and say "look how I've fooled every
one!"; and so we can believe ourselves to have
an insight which is somehow private,
somehow only perceived by ourselves.

and arrogant facets of Von's character - to say
nothing of the costumes.
That Von's character can be sneering and
arrogant should be no surprise to us: if the
comic book character is intrinsically human at
heart, then he is also fighting a battle between
his humanity and his non-humanness, and, as
suggested earlier, there's a fine line between
the hero and the enemies he fights. So, though
von Eldritch regularly confronts the Hippy
Garbed Hussey and the Evil Corporation Time
Warner4, a more subtle, arguably more
important battle is being staged between
Andrew Taylor and von Eldritch. Much as
Batman eventually checked himself into the
Lunatic Asylum to which he had previously
dispatched many of his foes, Eldritch
increasingly shows signs of betraying what the
audience might consider his humanity:
confused teenage love songs become swept
under the carpet for grandiose songs about
buildings and drugs; stage persona dominates
studio persona; the drug fiend, cool perhaps
but also slightly frightening, slightly sinister, is
seen more and more often until one day the
sunglasses can no longer be removed and the
man becomes the superman, and so loses much
of his appeal, since who wants the superman
without the man, and who wants the live
shows without the new material?

Of course, like the saddest of comic book fans,
some of us dedicate too much of our time to
making clear that we're in on it, that we
somehow "understand"; no mere part-time
readers are we, who know the intricate details
of every plot, we who know the words and
know the score. There's one last way in which
the Sisters resemble comic books, "graphic
novels", and that's that both present an
imitation of culture; a rather simplified, rather
pretty distillation of more complicated, more
involved, more challenging work. Love the
Sisters as I do, I think it's important to
recognise that, often, all of Von's words have
been second-hand; that's not to say that there
isn't genius in the presentation, but much as
comic books might resort to cribbing from
Homer (no, the other one), so the Sisters have
derived much from any number of classical
sources. And there's nothing wrong with that;
however, the audience often likes to play
apologist for the Sisters and for comic books,
and to elevate each to a level to which they
perhaps never sought to climb. And so it is
that you find the likes of myself, listening to
Verdi and reading Günter Grass, but writing
discourses on the Sisters of Mercy.

I understand, of course, that much of this is a
little contrived; the same arguments might
perhaps be made for any major rockstar.
However, while the likes of Bowie and, er,
Kiss, might have had the costumes and the
personalities, the suspension of disbelief was
made difficult by the constant changes in
character from the former, and the sheer
silliness of the latter. If Bono has flirted with
the irony of the rock god, the comic star, then
it has been with a certain clumsiness and a lack
of conviction -- too much poking fun at the
idea, without recognising that rock and roll,
and comic books, require an understanding
that it all needs to be taken extremely
seriously, even though it's all intrinsically
ridiculous. It would be naive to think that
Eldritch doesn't have a fairly solid
understanding of the character that he is
playing (although the question remains as to
whether the character has begun to dominate);
the fact that it is played with such belief is

George Carless

The Mission
News reaches us that the Mish’s
recent South American tour featured
Hussey backed up by a couple of
poncho wearing pan pipers after Craig
Adams threw a wobbler and jetted
back to London before the tour started.
Bootleg videos to the usual address,
please.

4

More like the jokers who hung around with
the Penguin in the Batman TV series than the
shadily effective LutherCorp, if you ask me CS

-
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Sounds Like Chris Starling

A

plain brown cardboard case, with "sounds
like chris starling" handwritten on the
front. Lyrics printed on a sheet of Post Office
brown paper, with "all songs written and
recorded by chris starling" as the only credit. A
CD-R, with "chris starling" handwritten. Not a
catalogue number in sight. In short, none of the
trappings and endless hangers-on that go with
a record company. Utterly one-man-band.
Then you press Play and wonder why anyone
else needs all the trappings and endless
hangers-on, when these 8 songs and Mr
Starling's one-man band so neatly, eloquently
and effortlessly give it all the finger.
You get the feeling he relishes it.
This is a wonderfully mellow record, lush and
summery. Starling's trademark is a rich
warmth of music contrasted with detached and
disinterested lyrics, by turns wryly humorous,
tear-jerkingly poignant or just plain vicious.
This album is no exception. The lightness of
the music, based on acoustic guitars and a
drum machine, and the soft, almost whispered,
vocal delivery, mean that the twists creep up
on you when you're least expecting them.

woman", lost and found is coming back again
and again to an unspecified and abstract
constant (drugs?) when let down by others, and
no problemo is the Latin "mañana" slowed
down a notch or ten. Let it soak in is that
eternal contradiction, happy hour drowning a
world of sorrows. An easy reference point is
The Beach Boys (half life and no problemo),
while let it soak in, the last song on the album
and another of my favourites, particularly
reminds me of another largely ignored (and
sadly missed) Antipodean export, The
Triffids5.

Starling is a veteran and astute people watcher
and he excels at vivid vignettes, sparsely
drawn but sharp portraits of a variety of
people, usually those that others flinch away
from - the violent, the drunk, the drugged, the
abandoned, the impoverished. Real people.
They are objective portraits, showing their
subjects from many angles, challenging any
comfortable black and white views of the
world. Such songs are here on sounds like...,
but much more softly drawn and less vicious,
more oblique. One of my favourites is still she
can't, about a woman trying to put a failed love
affair behind her. She almost succeeds, until
she finds herself at a "bus stop seven o'clock
another wet and Monday morning". A classic
line, brilliantly evoking the utter bleakness she
feels.

So. Distinctively Starling, but he's not been
standing still since Planet Painkiller. Mellow,
approachable and strongly recommended.
Sarah Froggatt

What else is here? The effects of superficiality
and chasing after flimsy ideals in wendy may.
Insecurity in half life and took a trip (although
the latter also displays an unnervingly brutal
and self-centred attitude to women). Bar in a
boat is "look out, I'm coming after my

5

Inexplicably, a Triffids Best Of hasn’t been
released, but a good half of Born Sandy
Devotional and two-thirds of Calenture are
heroic. Languid, sun-drenched and romantic,
David McComb was one of the Eighties’ great
lyricists. Sadly, he died in 1999 following a
car accident. He was 36. CS
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For the first in an occasional series,
GPS has commissioned internationally
famous celebs to write short articles on
their home towns. This issue:

Eyebrows on the near
post, early doors, Martin

David Bowie - London.

Spring 1994. The Sisters’ recording and
touring schedules are in hiatus. Eldritch is
living in Hamburg and likes to spend his
Saturday afternoons on the terraces. There are
two football teams in Hamburg: SV Hamburg
are a moneyed, faceless corporation operating
out of the enormous Volksparkstadion on the
outskirts of the city; St Pauli are a shambolic
left-wing outfit, with a hardcore alternative
fanbase and playing in the Millerntor, an old
shed just off the Reeperbahn. No prizes for
guessing who Eldritch supports.

It would have been late summer 1966, on
Carnaby Street if I remember correctly, when
the young Davy Jones, by then an aspirant
London ‘face’ nattily attired in a three-piece
velvet number with 18-inch bell bottom flares
acquired for 10 bob from a third-hand
charitable concern, first bumped into Mick
“Ronno” Ronson - sometime bricklayer from
Hull, but now known on the South London
mod circuit as a dab hand with a Fender
Stratocaster. George Smithers, six-stringer
with the short-lived Davy Jones and the
Hipswingers, had recently departed for a nineto-five career as a stevedore on the Isle of
Dogs, and the search for a new guitarist
prepared to wear 6 inch platform boots and a
fake fox fur stole on-stage was proving
difficult.

Eldritch seals his support by putting a large
advertising hoarding with the lettering “The
Sisters of Mercy” above the main stand. The
hoarding was initially funded by East West
(Germany), not unreasonable given that
marketing of the band was EW’s
responsibility. And let’s not forget that a
successful Sisters made money for East West
as well as Eldritch. However, after Eldritch’s
declaration that the Sisters were on strike and
had no intention of making another album for
EW, the band’s marketing budget was
cancelled. Eldritch was in no mood to remove
the Sisters’ advert from the Millerntor and so
the costs, rumoured to be 3000 bucks a year,
were stumped up by The Reptile House, at this
time with Underneath the Rock in its pomp.

Of course history records how a mere 7 years
later the 45-date tour of Northern working
men’s clubs broke David Bowie and the Space
Cadets in the UK and a lengthy string of top
ten singles followed. In a recent conversation
with Yamishima Hamomoti, the Japanese
cubo-installation artist (not to be confused with
Yamoshma Hamitati the Buddhist interior
designer!), he asked me whether the Bromley
improv-folk scene in the mid-Sixties was
really as hip as posterity records. How well I
remember tuning up the 12 string acoustic and
even to this day the smell of Moroccan hashish
takes me back there. It was one night,
supporting Donovon, that an early version of
Space Oddity - then a ditty about a window
cleaner stranded on a ledge after his ladder had
fallen down! - first attracted the attention of
Deirdre Davenport, a noted looker from East
Orpington... (carries on in this vein for another
3 hours.)

So, perhaps it came as no surprise when a year
later Underneath the Rock folded due to the
Reptile House’s “massive debts”, but given a
choice between:
•
•

or to put it another way
•
•

David Bowie was talking to Chris Sampson
(with deepest apologies to Mr Bowie, but your
recent Q article really was asking for a pisstake).

-

A bloody good Sisters magazine, or
A sign above a football stand

$3000 extra in the UTR budget each
year, or
$3000 of Reptile House money
marketing EW product

I know what I’d go for.
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Reviews
The Strokes - Is This It (Rough Trade)
The Cooper Temple Clause - See This
Through And Leave (Morning)
B.R.M.C. - Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
(Virgin America)
The Hives - Your New Favourite Band
(Poptones)

styles; album opener Did You Miss Me? starts
out as a spaced-out Floyd style number
masking a brutal lyric to an ex (“How’s your
love life? Not good? Good.”) and then
screams into action when he describes how
much better his new girlfriend is (“She
screams my name/Yeah she makes me rise ...
and this is what I miss with you/and no matter
how hard you try, with each and every
lie/you’ll never scream my name”).

While mainstream UK pop continues to be
dominated by manufactured pop (and the
risible Pop Idol show - the musical equivalent
of irritable bowel syndrome - serves to
underline this), there are signs that a longawaited backlash is beginning to coalesce and
gain momentum. Encouragingly, a number of
groups comprising young, skinny blokes with
nasty haircuts have been bashing seven shades
of hell out of guitars and making some
interesting and groovy noises, offering an
alternative alternative to the suspect Nu-Metal.
By February 2002 headway has been made in
the UK album charts: three of the reviewed
albums have been Top Ten.

Did You Miss Me? is followed up by the ultraheavy moshpit-friendly Film Maker and
Panzer Attack. The latter is the genuine
article: driven by urgent bass and guitars it’s as
sharp as anything off Primal Scream’s
Xtrmntr. There is some serious weight behind
the guitars on Amber. Let’s Kill Music (which
appears to be prog-thrash of all things) comes
to the conclusion, “It’s not number one that
will come out alive/It’s the freak in the corner
with his eyes on fire/Let’s kill music before it
kills us all.” Quite.

The first to emerge were New York’s The
Strokes. Taking Iggy Pop’s Lust for Life as
their model, they have hit on a formulaic but
inspired noise. Guitars chug along and build
into a deeply infectious groove over which
vocalist Julian Casablancas rambles on in a
style reminiscent of Mark E Smith. They are
perhaps a little too fashionable: Kate Moss and
Winona Ryder have been spotted at gigs, and
no truly rebellious group would be asked to
appear at the Brits, but there is no denying the
genuine quality of the singles Last Nite, Hard
To Explain and New York City Cops, appearing
midway through the album. Pretty much an
essential purchase.

Black Rebel Motorcycle Club are a power
trio out of San Francisco, heavily influenced
by the Velvet Underground and Jesus and
Mary Chain. After the explosive Cooper
Temple Clause album, this seems a little tamer
and more restrained, and has a downer mood
reminiscent of the Mary Chain’s Darklands
LP. Whatever Happened to my Rock’n’roll? is
an impressively splenetic anthem and perhaps
best encapsulates the manifesto for these
bands. The swaggering Spread Your Love has
gone on to be a UK hit.
Just to prove that it’s not all good news, The
Hives are from Sweden, wear matching outfits,
and Don’t Get It. One of them is fat and has a
moustache. Rubbish.

The Cooper Temple Clause hail from
Reading/Guildford, home territory for GPS,
though quite how the home counties have
spawned such a sick, twisted group is beyond
me.
Influences appear to be early 70s
prog/metal (Deep Purple, Pink Floyd, even
Hawkwind - helped by the trippy Hammond
that is prominent throughout) and they clearly
seem to be on drugs although exactly which
drug is difficult to tell. There is an odd mix of

And I hear that the excellent Sona Fariq were
dropped by the morons at Warners shortly
after being given the GPS seal of approval in
GPS 04. Plus ca change...
CS
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The Rotters’ Club - Jonathan Coe

I

The Rotters’ Club, centres around four boys
growing up in Birmingham in the late 1970s.
Immediately obvious is that Coe has got the
period detail absolutely accurate, and despite
mining a rich vein of comedy from the time
and place, avoids parody. It is easy to forget
how different Britain was under Callaghan’s
government, an era of militant unions and
frequent strikes at Longbridge (the sprawling
and inefficient British Leyland factory); of
endemic, casual racism and IRA bombings;
appalling music (in one of the funniest
passages, Tales From Topographic Oceans is
superbly fitted-up in an over-enthusiastic
school magazine review); the appalling
narrow-mindedness of the post-war generation
(‘Jack, who went to the South of France for his
holidays, ordered steak and chips with
mushrooms on the side, a touch of
sophistication that was not lost on the others’).
This is an age of three TV channels, Sounds
magazine, brown, Enoch Powell, flying
pickets. Looming menacingly is an absolute
brat of a younger brother, a strident
Thatcherite by the age of fourteen, who looks
like he will come to the forefront in the eagerly
awaited sequel, The Closed Circle.

t seems to me that the BritLit scene is
uncommonly healthy at the moment. Hanif
Kureshi is on blisteringly productive form,
Alan Warner is threatening a masterpiece, and
newcomers like Zadie Smith are highly
promising. In amongst all this talent Jonathan
Coe might have gone unnoticed, had not The
Rotters’ Club been quite so good.
Anthony Burgess categorised novels as “A”
and “B” types. “A” novels are conventional,
in that they are concerned with plot and
character development and this is pretty much
the grand 19th century tradition (which more or
less peaked with Tolstoy’s perfect epics over a
century ago). “B” novels are trickier and more
experimental, more 20th century, and would
range from all of Joyce through the nouvelle
vague (primarily Eldritch favourite RobbeGrillet) up to the post-modernist giants of
today’s scene (de Lillo et al). “A” novelists
were “talented”. “B” novelists liked to think
they were geniuses. Clever people tended to
sneer at “A” novels and outmoded concepts
such as entertainment and readability.
Whilst there remains much reactionary bilge
being trotted out and over-praised under the Anovel banner (Sebastian Faulks, Captain
Corelli’s Mandolin), it is noticeable that the
Young Turks of the British scene write fairly
A novels. Whether this is a conscious reaction
against the opaque bulk of the American postmodernists (ultimately does Underworld really
have anything to say?) or not doesn’t really
matter: point is, the English novel once again
is beginning to describe things that I can
recognise and empathise with. Coe has a
novel view on this: “The spectacle of so many
writers - myself included - continuing to work
within a form that has patently played itself out
strikes me as rather funny”. And, given that
Coe’s hero is B. S. Johnson (the 60s novelist
who so despised linear narratives that he once
published a box containing loose leaf pages,
instructing the reader to read them in whatever
order he chose, and then committed suicide at
39), Coe’s latest novel, The Rotters’ Club, and
its excellent predecessor The House of Sleep,
must seem conventional and predictable to
him.

-

But as the novel progress and the characters
grow older, so the tone deepens. The four
main
characters,
initially
fairly
indistinguishable, begin to take on individual
characteristics and drift apart: the class joker
increasingly looks immature and doomed
never to leave Birmingham; one gets into punk
and leaves for London; the main character,
Ben Trotter (based on Coe himself, I suspect)
is a dreamer and is unhappily in (unrequited)
love.
The Rotters’ Club has been criticised for an
unsureness of touch: that it doesn’t know
“what to mock and what to mourn”. But this
misses the point: it mocks and mourns at the
same time. The things we are fond of can also
be absurd - isn’t this the essence of pathos?
The music of Coe’s youth was patently
ridiculous and pretentious, but the passage
describing Ben Trotter’s watching Hatfield and
the North at Barbarella’s captures all the
nervous excitement of first gigs and the
growing awareness of there being something
bigger out there. Less capable is the closing
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enjoyable and readable British novel since Iain
Banks’s The Crow Road. I could go on (and
already have) but really all that needs to be
said is: “Buy it, Read it.”

thirty
page
stream-of-consciousness,
twenty-thousand words without a full stop!,
but even here there is much that works.
The rites of passage Bildungsroman (and
Rotters is more Kunstlerroman anyway) has
been done to death, but Coe succeeds through
the quality of his writing, and how accurately
he remembers that time of life when
anything seems possible. This is the most

Chris Sampson

The Golden Jubilee

This weekend marks the 50th Anniversary of Elizabeth II’s ascent to the throne of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and various other parts of the world formerly known as the
Empire. The event is to be marked by street parties, gigs in the expansive acres of Buckingham Palace,
some sort of procession through London (no doubt complete with golden coaches and jewel-encrusted
crowns), and other forelock tugging activities designed to reinforce the monarchy, currently on a run of
popular form after the morale-boosting death of the Queen Mother and recovering well after that messy
Diana business.
Can anyone, anyone, provide a single argument in favour of the continuation of the monarchy? The
case for establishing a republic is unassailable. Ridiculously, printing that previous sentence means
that I, under the 1848 Treason Felony Act, can now be prosecuted for treason and banged up for life.
HM has apparently decided that the theme of the jubilee will be “inclusiveness”. Is she taking the piss
or what? Exclusiveness is the raison d’etre of the monarchy, its essence, its purpose. They are
supposed to be better than us by birthright. They are racist (the monarchy is exempt from the Race
Relations Act - wouldn’t want Prince Philip being waited on by blacks, would we?). Their personal
conduct indicates they are as fallible as the rest of us, despite having none of the pressures the rest of
the population face (slipping on the mortgage payments, Liz? Job worries?) This hegemony is
enforced and maintained by massive and corrupt financing of the monarchy. The civil list (the
mechanism by which the royals are funded by the taxpayer) is over-budgeted - civil list payments are
twice the cost of the royals’ state duties. There is an argument, rarely put, that the monarchy (of
German/Greek descent) are sponging the tax payer far worse than asylum seekers. The Queen
Mother’s will was exempt from inheritance tax. There is an impenetrable secrecy to the royal accounts
and blatant corruption between the Queen’s personal finances and the state accounts. The rest of
British industry was shafted by Thatcher in the 80s under the name of increased competitiveness and
efficiency - why wasn’t the monarchy so treated?
The arguments in favour of the monarchy are fatuous:
• “They work hard.” - no they don’t.
• “They bring in tourism.” - maybe, but by promoting a vision of Britain that is vaguely ridiculous:
we’re being laughed at.
• “What would you put in place instead?” - Democracy.
Disappointingly, and in marked contrast to the Silver Jubilee, the anti-monarchy voice has been muted.
The Independent has been incandescent with rage about the royal finances all week; Christopher
Hitchens is chairing a debate on the future of the monarchy at the Hay-on-Wye literary festival; Billy
Bragg has an anti-monarchist single in the charts at #22. Pathetic. Maybe some sharp work with an
automatic rifle isn’t such a bad idea after all.
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Competition Page

GPS 04 Crossword.
Answers to last issue’s
crossword are on the left.
Congratulations to Amanda
Stevens for being the first to
send in the correct answers
thereby winning the GPS
t-shirt.
Thanks to everyone else
who entered.

Spot the Difference
One is a power-crazed lunatic, intent on destabilising the world. The other is Osama
bin Laden. But which is which? Answers on a postcard to the usual address.

-
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Letters
"Meanwhile, back in 2010"? He's said enough
times that he can do without the grief of sailing
his ship against the tide, and if the opportunity
to make the band huge doesn't materialise, he
isn't going to lose any sleep over it.
Admittedly, this is the first example of Eldritch
putting a finite timescale on the existence of
the band, something he has avoided in the past.
When asked what keeps The Sisters going, "I
have absolutely no idea!" has always been the
stock and honest reply. One doesn't need Ian
McCulloch to remind that "nothing ever lasts
forever". To me Will I Dream? is the logical
and very obvious conclusion to "First And Last
And Always", written in such a way as to
ensure that this time NO-ONE misses the
point. It is also, of course, a blistering track,
with power chords and a riff to die for.

Hi,
I was just doing a trawl of JackieOnAssid stuff
and I found your site. Mike Varjak is not a
member of JackieOnAssid. JackieOnAssid is
Chris Constantino's project, Mike is a mate and
has played on bits and pieces and they have
gigged together but it is erroneous to regard
him as a band member. There are no band
members as such, different people are involved
in different areas of the project. Please remove
the reference on your site.
All the best
Deborah X (the Jackie p.a.)
So we had a look at the web site, which says:
“JackieOnAssid: Mike Varjak on guitar.
Urban art-terrorist agenda let down by vocals
distressingly reminiscent of Adam Ant.”
Which sounds completely accurate to me. So
we won’t be changing our site one little bit.

So between now and then, we'll continue to be
enthralled by what remains the
most
entertaining and stimulating rock 'n' roll
juggernaut on earth, and when it's over, we
won't dream about what might have been.
Yours,

Dr C / Chris,
Dave Whelan
It is interesting, armed with the glorious gift of
hindsight,
to
follow
the
increasing
disappointment evident regarding the lack of
new Sisters output. Is there now anyone who
expects a record to be released before they
actually have a copy in their hands? Surely
not, even those who can't help themselves. In
the meantime, attention is focused on live
concerts. The t.b.c. slot on the 'rock day' at this
this year's Reading Festival is one that I'm
paying closest attention to. Of course, the
chances of Andy's ego allowing the band to
play below Manson and Eminem surely makes
this another hopelessly optimistic scenario, and
optimism has been dealt with previously! Still,
if they can appear before Bjorn Again
(Zeebrugge 93), anything should be possible.
Space is beautifully curved after all, is it not?

Dave,
Well the Sisters didn’t make it to
Reading/Leeds or any UK festival last year,
nor this year. Time to give the Sisters’ agent a
kick up the arse?
Or more likely a
consequence of festival line-ups being a stitchup between Vince Power and the major record
labels?
As for Will I Dream?, I’d have thought the
2010 reference would have been more a way of
introducing
artificial
intelligence
/
consciousness as a theme, rather then any
indication that the Sisters will call it a day
then. Surely not even Eldritch can predict
what sort of shape the band will be in in 8
years’ time? Personally if a new contract
doesn’t materialise I think the band will
struggle to last that long. There was some talk
after the 20th Anniversary gig last year about
whether we’d see a 30th Anniversary. Without
a new record deal, unlikely.

"Interpreting the Dream". A reasonable enough
dissection by yourself, Chris, but surely you're
missing the point of what is arguably the
Sisters' most obvious song. Surely the lyrics
refer to The Sisters themselves (himself). Why
else would Andy repeat "I don't think so!" at
the song's close, or precede it with

Chris
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by the album we all know they're capable of followed by a few CRACKING one-off gigs
next summer in the UK!

Hi there,
I have just read the excellent Issue No. 4 - let's
have No. 5 before too long please!

Is that too much to ask ....

A few points - you asked for letters, so you
could include any of this in "letters" if you so
wish.

Yours,

Re the gig at Rock City 2000.
I too afterwards felt it was most disappointing.
I felt the trouble was that far too much new
material was played mid-set. It's all very well
for Eldritch to scornfully deride fans as
"traditionalists", but isn't this to a certain
extent cutting the hand that feeds you?
Not all of us have either the money or time to
go to European Summer Festivals, which over
recent years has pretty much been the only
way to see The Sisters - and hence have heard
many of these songs.

Andy,

ANDY.W.

I think the problems with the set-list at the first
Rock City gig were recognised by the band and
sorted out in time for the subsequent Forum
shows. There’s obviously a balancing act to
be made between playing the older tracks that
the fans recognise, and giving the guitarists
the chance to play tracks that they wrote
themselves. Personally, I’d dump On The Wire
/ Teachers and get Silver Machine back in.
As for the G*** tag, it increasingly appears to
be the only thing the UK media can remember
about the band. Thankfully, music magazines
are no longer the big sellers they once were:
take a look at the shelves in WH Smiths,
silicone and peroxide are what sells
magazines, not guitars. The music media are
becoming less and less relevant - next time you
pass a music journalist in the street, give of
your spare change generously.

If "traditionalists" didn't go to Rock City, then
it would have been very empty indeed!
I know that The Sisters have (thankfully) gone
way beyond the "Goth" tag, but surely Eldritch
realises that in the bastard media eyes this will
always be the albatross around his neck.
One way of helping to lose this is to release the
new material, which in turn would help to get a
(partly) new audience.
Those of us who have gone this far with him
are now surely in for the duration, but this
number has certainly dwindled considerably
over the past 5 years or so.
The worry surely is that when / if Eldritch ever
does do a deal, his biggest concern should be
releasing a new single/album to overwhelming
apathy from the general media/buying public.
What the world needs now is an absolute
STONKING (? Crash & Burn) single followed

Agreed: Crash and Burn is the best of the new
songs and should be lead single. But we hear
that record companies don’t even listen to the
songs anymore, they just want to know the
song titles. Which, I think we’ll all agree, is a
ridiculous state of affairs.
Chris

Letters to the editor can be sent to Glasperlenspiel@yahoo.com or to
PO Box 129, Aldershot, Hampshire, GU12 4FZ, UK
and should be marked “For Publication”.

-
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Glasperlenspiel 06
Let’s face it, by the time we get this far into the mag we’ve
long used up every decent thought we’ve had about the
Sisters and are well into the “not fit for publication under
any circumstances” material. So we have no idea what will
be in the next issue or when it will be ready. So we’ll make
it up:
GPS 06 will feature:
•

exclusive extracts from Dr C’s long awaited sex
novel, Polo Is My Life.

•

“Tory MP is on crack and pimps for Kosovan
prostitutes.” We put Chris Morris’s lawyers on
retainer and try, yet again, to get ******* ******* to
sue us for libel.

•

The Leeds Underground: One, Two ... Three.

•

Macro-structure and narrative technique in RobbeGrillet’s Jealousy
GPS 06 will be on sale ... tomorrow.
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